Lighting defines our spaces and influences us emotionally and economically. Specializing in custom LED fixtures, Senso invests in research and development so that our Canadian-made products provide leading aesthetics, economics and durability. Whether you’re looking for function, flair, or both, Senso will find your ideal lighting solution.
Corporate Office Boardroom, Calgary AB

Vesta 1 pendant
16 foot continuous run
Part of the Vesta collection, the Vesta 1 Pendant Linear LED system offers performance, flexibility and aesthetics. A unique Senso design, the subtly flared Vesta 1 features a symmetrical, high-performance frosted lens, illuminating the lens surface evenly with no shadows or dark spots. With integrated drivers and controls, this fixture is easy to install and widely applicable. Vesta 1 offers both direct and indirect lighting options, allowing you to switch on the light sources independently or in unison. Full-length seamless lenses range from 4 to 12 feet. Available in L-, T- and X-shaped nodes, the Vesta 1 system can readily adapt to any configuration.
The Vesta 1 CM luminaire offers you performance and aesthetics. Senso’s unique design, which utilizes an ever so slight trapezoid perceptiveness, gives the Vesta 1 CM an unparalleled advantage within any project. Controls are integrated into the fixture along with the drivers’ providing for ease of installation and application to any designed space. The Vesta features a high performance symmetrical frosted lens, providing a high transmission graduate, evenly illuminating the complete lens surface area with no shadows or dark spots. The excellence of design is noticeable with a full-length lens in all fixtures and up to the 12-foot continuous length options. The Vesta luminaire is the perfect choice for your next lighting project.
The Vesta 1 wall-mounted luminaire offers a different application but all the benefits of its ceiling-mounted counterpart. A unique Senso design, the subtly flared Vesta 1 WM features a symmetrical, high-performance frosted lens, illuminating the lens surface evenly with no shadows or dark spots. With integrated drivers and controls, this fixture is easy to install and widely applicable. Vesta 1 WM offers both direct and indirect lighting options, allowing you to switch on the light sources independently or in unison.
Office Meeting Space

Vesta 2 TL
20 foot recess trimless
Retail Store, Calgary AB

Vesta 2
12 foot recessed continuous runs
VESTA 2
Drywall-recessed linear lighting system

The Vesta 2 offers powerful light in a clean, drywall-recessed format. Vesta 2 features a symmetrical, high-performance frosted lens, illuminating the lens surface evenly with no shadows or dark spots. With integrated drivers and controls, this fixture is easy to install and widely applicable. Full-length seamless lenses range from 4 to 12 feet. Available in L-, T- and X-shaped nodes, the Vesta 1 system can readily adapt to any configuration.
The Vesta 2 TL is a trimless recessed linear lighting system for drywall ceilings. Part of the Vesta collection, this fixture is designed for applications where the light is meant to be fully integrated in its environment. Powerful LED (up to 800 lm/ft.) combined with a seamless, high-performance lens provide optimal lighting. Easy to install, the Vesta 2 TL fixture features integrated driver and uses brackets to secure it to the ceiling or wall surface. Single sections come in lengths of up to 12 feet, and continuous runs are available in any length.
The Vesta 2 T-Grid is a recessed lighting system designed for both standard and tegular T-Grid suspended tile ceilings. Powerful LED (up to 800lm/ft.) combined with a seamless, high-performance lens provide optimal lighting. The Vesta 2 TG is available in two sizes (9/16” or 15/16”). Standard T-grid spacing comes in lengths of up to 12 feet per section, and the Vesta TG is also available for longer continuous runs or custom lengths.
VESTA SYSTEM

For larger spaces or unique lighting needs, node systems provide extra customization for Vesta fixtures. L, T and X nodes allow for more elaborate lighting design, combining with linear sections to create seamless configurations. Node systems are ideal for the Vesta 1 and ceiling mount models, and can also adapt to recessed Vesta fixtures as 45-degree extrusions.

All Senso nodes offer symmetric, 24-inch legs set at 90-degree angles.

L Node

Perfect for corners, L nodes provide two equal legs set at a right angle.
T Node

These nodes offer a T-shaped intersection for your lighting design.
X Node

X nodes provide a symmetric intersection with legs set at 90-degree angles.
Part of the Vesta collection, this flexible fixture can adapt to any environment. Designed as a modular system and compatible with Senso’s track system, Vesta 21 accommodates a range of lighting applications, including linear downlights, adjustable spot heads, track heads and pendants.
Office Lunch Room

*Vesta Z1*
*Adjustable recessed spot lights*
Senso’s in-house photometric testing ensures that our lighting design can match your needs precisely. Our Goniophotometer and testing lab produces on-demand photometry files based on any specified fixture, including LM-79 Test reports, IES Files, CRI/CCT, and TM-15-30 measurements. See sensolighting.com for more information.
The Vesta collection complements Senso’s existing product line to achieve the perfect lighting design for your space. From wall and surface mounts, track and recessed lighting, to pendants or outdoor lighting, Senso has a lighting solution for any application. Your local Senso sales representative would be happy to discuss your project with you and identify the products that best suit your needs.
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